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Abstract
Indicative conditionals and tendency causal claims are closely related to each
other (e.g., Frosch and Byrne 2012), but despite these connections, they are usually
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these lines (e.g., Eells 1991; Douven 2008, 2016) needs to be strengthened by more
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1 Introduction and Theoretical Background
Indicative conditionals—that is, conditionals that do not involve the auxiliary verb “would”
and do not imply falsity of the antecedent—are important linguistic structures. We use them
to predict and explain events, to formulate instructions, and to describe causal relationships.
For example, we can describe a causal tendency using explicit causal wording:
(1a) A lot of rain causes the ground to be waterlogged.
or by means of an indicative conditional
(1b) If it rains a lot, then the ground will be waterlogged.
This paper presents an empirical study of causal conditionals: that is, indicative condi-
tionals that express a causal relationship. From now on, we will refer to them simply as “con-
ditionals”. This focus excludes, for example, Dutchman conditionals and purely inferential
conditionals.
Studying the connection between conditionals and causal claims is interesting for many
reasons. If there is a link, we could develop a unified semantics for both types of expres-
sions. Indeed, empirical evidence shows that indicative conditionals such as (1b) are often
paraphrased by causal claims such as (1a) (e.g., Frosch and Byrne 2012). However, in order
to formulate a plausible hypothesis between both types of sentences, we have to distinguish
between the causal claims which are related to conditionals and those that are not.
A suitable distinction has been proposed by Christopher Hitchcock (2001, 219–220). Ac-
cording to the author, we can distinguish two kinds of causal claims, which have related but
different meanings. The verb “to cause” used in actual causal claims is a success verb: it
implies that the events described by its arguments took place. Because of this feature, actual
causal claims are used for explaining occurrences of particular events, for example:
(2) James Dean’s recklessness caused his accident.
There does not seem to be a systematic connection between the truth of an actual causal claim
and the truth of the corresponding (indicative) conditional. The success aspect of an actual
causal claim—that both cause and effect occurred—cannot be expressed adequately by means
of an indicative conditional, implying that the truth conditions for both types of sentences
should be different, too.
Therefore we focus on tendency causal claims, which describe the general tendency of a
cause to bring about an effect, without implying the actual existence of the causal relata. An
example of such a claim is (1a) or:
(3a) Pressing the red button causes the fire alarm to go off.
The corresponding conditional is (example taken from Declerck and Reed 2012):
(3b) If you press the red button, the fire alarm goes off.
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True conditionals seem to correspond systematically to true tendency causal claims. For in-
stance, if (1a) or (3a) are true, the corresponding conditionals (1b) and (3b) should also be true.
Examining this relationship in detail will be a major goal of our paper. From now on, we use
the term “causal claims” as a shortcut for tendency causal claims.
In the above cases, the link between the cause and effect was quite strong. Some tendency
causal claims express a weaker relationship: the cause raises the probability of the effect, but
the effect may not be likely even in the presence of the cause. An example of such case is:
(4a) Smoking causes cancer.
We would classify this sentence as true, but the corresponding conditional:
(4b) If one smokes, one will get cancer.
seems false.
What is the difference between a true tendency causal claim, which supports the corre-
sponding conditional, like (1a) or (3a), and those that do not, like (4a)? A plausible explanation
is the difference in strength of the causal link between antecedent and consequent. Causal
strength is typically interpreted as the degree to which the cause C brings about the effect E.
While pressing the red button triggers the fire alarm for sure, smoking increases your risk of
developing cancer—but not to a level where it is more likely than not. Intuitively, fire alarm is
stronger determined by pressing the button than presence of lung cancer by smoking.
To express the concept of causal strength and causal relevance, probability enters the game.
Probabilistic theories of causation classify C as a cause of E if and only if C raises the probabil-
ity of E in all/some/the relevant contexts (Suppes 1970; Cartwright 1979; Eells 1991; Hitchcock
2016). The probability-raising intuition is also present in interventionist accounts of causation
(Pearl 2000; Spirtes, Glymour and Scheines 2000). All this suggests that statistical relevance
between cause and effect could be a good predictor of whether causal claims are classified as
true or false. In particular, a causal claim is more likely to be classified as true the stronger the
statistical association is (for discussions of probabilistic measures of causal strength, see Eells
1991; Cheng 1997; Pearl 2001; Fitelson and Hitchcock 2011; Sprenger 2018).
The second possible explanation of the difference between causal claims that support the
corresponding conditional and those that do not is the different role of conditional probabil-
ity. Suppositional theories of conditionals (e.g., Ramsey 1926; Adams 1975; Edgington 1995)
claim that “If C, then E” expresses the subjective degree of belief in E given C. For tendency
causal claims, no comparable thesis has been advanced. Conditional probability is also fre-
quently used for predicting judgments on causal conditionals. For example, Ernest Adams
(1965, 1975) explicates the acceptability of a conditional by the formula
Acc(C → E) = p(E|C). (Adams’ Thesis)
Similarly, Stalnaker (1968, 1975) develops a propositional semantics of conditionals where they
have a definite truth value and their probability corresponds to that very same conditional
probability
p(C → E) = p(E|C) (Stalnaker’s Thesis)
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suggesting that the subjective degree of belief p(E|C) could be an adequate predictor of how
causal conditionals are classified (for well-known theoretical problems with Stalnaker’s Thesis,
see Lewis 1976). Both Adams’ and Stalnaker’s Thesis are widely supported by patterns ob-
served in natural language reasoning (Adams 1975; Evans et al. 2007; Over et al. 2007; Egré and
Cozic 2011; Douven and Verbrugge 2013; Over 2016). On the other hand, recent papers point
out that the connection between conditionals and conditional probability crumbles when the
antecedent is not (statistically, causally, or otherwise) relevant for the consequent (e.g., Dou-
ven and Verbrugge 2010; Skovgaard-Olsen, Singmann and Klauer 2016). Alternative accounts
such as the Evidential Support Theory (EST, Douven 2008, 2016) therefore demand not only
that the conditional probability of E given C be high, but also that C raise the probability of
E. In other words, C needs to provide evidential support for E (see also Krzyzanowska 2015;
Krzyz˙anowska, Collins and Hahn 2017; Crupi and Iacona 2019).1
In this paper, we study the commonalities and differences between classifying causal and
conditional claims as true or false from an empirical point of view, especially with respect to the
role of probability and statistical relevance in predicting these classifications. More precisely,
we investigate whether statistical relevance measures affect causal or conditional claims more
strongly. There are many experiments devoted both to conditionals and to causal claims (e.g.,
Frosch and Byrne 2012; Sloman and Lagnado 2015, —see also Douven 2016 for a survey) but,
as far as we know, there are no experiments devoted directly to testing the relation between
both kinds of expressions. This paper aims to fill this gap and to obtain a comprehensive
picture of the factors that predict the classification of causal conditionals. In the next section
we formulate the hypotheses that we test in our experiment.
2 The Hypotheses
The baseline idea of our paper is that causal and probabilistic factors predict the judgment of a
causal conditional as true or false. While this claim is in agreement with most of the theoretical
and empirical literature, it is too vague to be tested experimentally.
Our first hypothesis concerns the logical relationship between causal conditionals and the
corresponding tendency causal claims. Two different kinds of relation are possible:
H1.a (Necessity) Causal conditionals are classified as true only if the corresponding tendency
causal claim is classified as true.
H1.b (Sufficiency) Causal conditionals are classified as true if the corresponding tendency
causal claim is classified as true.
H1.a seems prima facie plausible since absence of a causal relation has undermined the accept-
ability of conditionals in previous empirical research (e.g., Skovgaard-Olsen, Singmann and
Klauer 2016). On the other hand, in the light of the above examples (e.g., the pair (4a)/(4b)),
1The evidential support theory can be maintained either for truth conditions or for acceptability con-
ditions; both varieties are to be taken seriously.
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we would expect that H1.b fails in empirical investigation. Some causal conditionals are ex-
pected to be classified as false although the corresponding tendency causal claim appears true
(e.g., “smoking causes cancer”). We operationalize these hypotheses by demanding that of
all causal conditionals evaluated as true, only a small percentage of the corresponding ten-
dency causal claims are evaluated as false (H1.a). Similarly, for an overwhelming percentage
of all tendency causal claims evaluated as true, the same claim in conditional form needs to
be evaluated as true (H1.b). For the respective thresholds we consider a strict interpretation
(5 and 95%) and a lenient interpretation (10 and 90%); as we will see later, this difference in
interpretation does not affect the conclusions we draw.2
Similarly, we would like to test whether statistical relevance measures predict the evalua-
tion of a causal claim as true or false. We focus on measures that depend on p(E|C) and p(E)
since these quantities are the easiest to elicit and form a natural class of statistical relevance
measures (i.e., they all conform to the Final Probability Incrementality condition, Crupi 2015;
Sprenger and Hartmann 2019, ch. 1).3 Among them, we consider the measures that are most
frequently discussed and defended in the vast literature on probabilistic measures of evidential
support (e.g., Fitelson 2001; Crupi, Tentori and González 2007):
d(C, E) = p(E|C)− p(E) l(C, E) = log p(E|C)
1− p(E|C) − log
p(E)
1− p(E)
r(C, E) = log
p(E|C)
p(E)
z(C, E) =

p(E|C)−p(E)
1−p(E) if p(E|C) ≥ p(E)
p(E|C)−p(E)
p(E) if p(E|C) < p(E)
(SR)
The logarithmic transformation maps r and l to a scale that is adequate for predictor variables
in a Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM). All measures can be motivated intuitively:
d(C, E) and r(C, E) are natural indicators of how much supposing C increases the probability
of E on an additive and a multiplicative scale. The measure l(C, E) corresponds to the ratio
between posterior and prior odds on E when C is learned in the meantime (i.e., the Bayes
factor). Finally, z(C, E) can be conceptualized as a generalization of logical entailment between
C and E to the case of uncertain reasoning. We can now formulate our hypothesis:
H2.a Statistical relevance measures in the class (SR) predict the classification of a tendency
causal claim as true or false.
As a criterion for evaluating H2.a, we adopt the statistical significance of including statistical
relevance as a predictor variable, plus a reasonable, non-negligible effect size. Effect size
is measured by how much variance in the data can be explained by the predictor variables
and expressed numerically by the squared correlation coefficient R2. For an effect size to be
2It would also be interesting to test a quantitative version of H1.a and H1.b: the probability of classi-
fying the conditional claim as true increases with the perceived strength of the causal tendency.
3A measure depending on p(E|C) and p(E|¬C) like the popular measure ∆p = p(E|C) − p(E|¬C)
would require the participant to make two conflicting suppositions (“Suppose C/¬C is the case. How
likely do you consider E?”). This is something we would like to avoid in this experiment, and therefore
we focus on measures that depend on p(E|C) and p(E).
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meaningful, we demand that it exceed the value R2 = 0.09, which is conventionally identified
with the lower bound of a medium effect (Cohen 1988).
Then, we ask which of the two Causal Bayesian Networks in Figure 1 is more adequate:
the picture where probabilistic factors predict causal claims only via statistical relevance, or
the picture where they add predictive value on top of statistical relevance. See Figure 1. In
other words, the question is whether we can “compress” the two probabilities into a single
variable for the purpose of predicting the classification of causal claims. This leads us to our
next hypothesis:
H2.b Statistical relevance measures in the class (SR) predict the classification of a tendency
causal claim as true or false almost as well as the statistical relevance taken together
with conditional probability and probability of the consequent.
As a criterion for whether statistical relevance is an adequate proxy, we demand that the ex-
plained variance does not meaningfully increase over and above that what is already explained
by the model that contains just statistical relevance as a predictor variable. Similar to H2.a, the
difference should not exceed R2 = 0.09.
CP
SR
PC
CaC
CP
SR
PC
CaC
Figure 1: Two possible models for predicting the classification of causal claims, represented
as Causal Bayesian Networks. CP = conditional probability, PC = probability of consequent,
SR = statistical relevance, CaC = causal claim classification.
Third, while there is substantial debate about the empirical adequacy of Stalnaker’s Thesis
and Adams’ Thesis (Douven and Verbrugge 2013; Douven 2016; Skovgaard-Olsen, Singmann
and Klauer 2016), even critics agree on a weak version of those theses: for relevant subclasses
of causal conditionals, p(E|C) is moderately correlated with the classification of a conditional
as true. We should therefore expect that this probability predicts the classification of a causal
conditional at least to some degree.
H3 The conditional probability p(E|C) predicts the classification of causal conditionals of
the form “if C, then E” as true or false.
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H3 is evaluated on the same basis as the H2.a: adding the conditional probability as a predictor
variable needs to be statistically significant, and the effect size as measured by the correlation
coefficient must exceed R2 = .09.
Finally, we come to our most interesting hypothesis which posits a specific difference
between causal and conditional claims. The intuitive idea is that a conditional is classified
as true if and only if two conditions are satisfied: (1) the causal claim is classified as true, in
agreement with H1.a; (2) the probability of the consequent, given the antecedent, p(E|C), is
“high enough”. As explained in the introduction, this hypothesis is supported by research in
the tradition of Stalnaker (1968) and Adams (1975) where conditionals are evaluated according
to the relevant conditional probability.
H4.a In the class of tendency causal claims classified as true, the conditional probability
p(E|C) predicts the evaluation of conditional claims as true.
H4.b In the class of tendency causal claims classified as true, the statistical relevance measures
in (SR) predict the evaluation of conditional claims as true.
We expect a positive effect in the first hypothesis and a null effect in the second hypothesis:
the effect of statistical relevance on the classification of a conditional is “absorbed” by the
evaluation of the causal claim as true. In a Causal Bayesian Network, this would correspond
to the claim that the truth of the causal claim screens off statistical relevance from the truth
of the conditional claim. In this way, we explain the limitations that probabilistic theories
(e.g., Adams’ Thesis) experience when causal relevance between antecedent and consequent
is suspended. The criteria evaluating for H4.a and H4.b correspond to those for H2.a and
H3: statistical significance plus meaningful effect R2 > .09. Our overall picture amounts
to modifying Evidential Support Theory as follows: where EST demands, on top of high
conditional probability, statistical relevance between C and E for assessing a conditional as
true, our account demands in addition the presence of a causal link between C and E. Of
course, this need not be in tension with EST since we conjecture that statistical relevance is
actually a good predictor of classifying a causal tendency claim as true.
3 Experimental Design and Methods
3.1 Participants
Participants were recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com). Mechanical
Turk directed the participants to the experiment that was run on the Qualtrics platform
(www.qualtrics.com). In return for their participation, subjects received a small monetary
compensation. Seventy-four native English speakers participated in the experiment. Eighteen
participants were excluded because they failed to give the correct response to at least one of
the control questions. All participants indicated to have participated seriously. At the end of
the experiment, participants were asked an open question about what they thought the exper-
iment was about. None of the participants displayed clear knowledge of the purpose of the
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experiment. In total, 56 [39 female, mean age = 40.59 years, s.d. = 11.69 years] participants
were included in the analysis.
3.2 Design
We used a within-subjects design were each participant evaluated 19 scenarios. These scenar-
ios were presented in random order on the participants’ computer screen. The participants
were instructed to answer questions with the requirement that each question needed to be
answered to be able to progress to the next item (i.e., forced-choice). The entire experiment
was conducted in English.
Control questions were used as a check on participants’ attention and participation. Ran-
domly dispersed throughout the experiment, participants had to give a correct answer to sev-
eral repeats of the elimination questions “For quality control, please select answer category five.
If you do not select five, the survey will be terminated.” In addition, subjects had to rate
on a five-point Likert scale how seriously they participated in the experiment (1= “completely
unserious”, 5 = “completely serious”). We included an open question on the purpose of the ex-
periment, because knowledge of the experiment could influence the behaviour of participants.
Our exclusion criteria were: failure to give the answer 5 on one of the elimination questions;
rating their seriousness in participation as 3 or lower; or describing the experiment as being
about conditionals and causation or something similar.
3.3 Material and Procedure
Participants had to evaluate tendency causal claims and the corresponding conditional claims
in hypothetical scenarios, where a certain situation was described (e.g., the effect of pro-
hibiting alcohol consumption on the crime rate). Through several pre-studies, 19 scenarios
were selected on comprehensibility from a list of 60. When directed from Mechanical Turk
to Qualtrics, participants first received instructions on the experiment. After the instructions
they were presented with the scenarios in a randomized sequence. The 19 scenarios consisted
of four questions each, eliciting probability judgments as well as dichotomous judgments on
causal and conditional claims:
(Unconditional) Probability of Consequent This question elicits the probability of a certain
development without making specific assumptions (e.g., “how likely is it that the crime
rate will decline in the next five years?”).
Conditional Probability of the Consequent This question elicits the probability of the same
development under a specific assumption stated in the antecedent (e.g., “how likely is
it that the crime rate will decline in the next five years if alcohol consumption is made
illegal?”).
Causal Claim This question asks the participants to evaluate the truth or falsity of the causal
connection between antecedent and consequent (e.g., “Making alcohol consumption il-
legal will cause the crime rate to decline in the next five years”).
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Conditional Claim This question asks the participants to evaluate the truth or falsity of the
corresponding indicative conditional (e.g. “If alcohol consumption is made illegal, then
the crime rate will decline in the next five years.”)
The first two questions had to be answered on a visual analog scale of probability percentages
from 0% to 100%. The third and fourth question had to be answered with either ”true” or
”false”. We reproduce the entire experimental material in Appendix A and B.
4 Results
4.1 Hypotheses H1.a and H1.b
Combined, the data consisted of 1064 entries; 56 participants responded to 19 scenarios. We
evaluated H1.a and H1.b by simply checking the frequency statistics for the relevant categories
(see Table 4.1). Of the 531 data points where a causal conditional was classified as true, 25
data points classified the corresponding tendency causal claim as false. This corresponds to
a percentage of 4,71% and therefore confirms our hypothesis H1.a that perceived presence
of a causal relationship is necessary for classifying a causal conditional as true, both for the
strict 5% and the lenient 10% threshold. By contrast, Hypothesis H1.b that classifying a causal
conditional as true is a sufficient condition for classifying the causal conditional as true was not
borne out by the data: of 611 data points where the tendency causal claim was evaluated as
true, only 506 evaluated the corresponding conditional as true. This percentage of 82,82% is
clearly below the thresholds of 90% and 95% necessary to establish sufficiency.
4.2 Hypotheses H2.a and H2.b
A Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) was used to test hypothesis H2.a and H2.b. We
used a logit link function, as the outcome variable for each hypothesis was binary (0 = False,
1 = True). We added participants and scenario number as crossed random effects, because
of difference in content between the scenarios, and possible differences in their interpretation
between participants. We used the R package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) to estimate the GLMM’s
regression coefficients, variance components, and the amount of variance in the outcome ex-
plained by the predictor(s).
All statistical relevance measures predict the classification of tendency causal claims as true
or false, thus supporting hypothesis H2.a (see Table 2). For all statistical relevance measures,
Contingency Table
Conditional Claim
Total
True False
Causal Claim
True 506 105 611
False 25 428 453
Total 531 533 1064
Table 1: Classification of causal and conditional claims as true and false.
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the analyses show a positive and meaningful association (R2 > 0.09) with the proclivity of
participants to assess the tendency causal claim as true. Specifically, the coefficients indicate
the estimated increase in log odds (per unit of the relevance measure) of tendency causal claims
being indicated as true versus false.4 The random-effects for scenario and participant, though
non-zero, appear to be minor. Specifically, their coefficients are only slightly larger than their
standard errors. Based on the test statistics (z-values) and amount of explained variance (R2),
the association between z(C, E) and classification of tendency causal claims was the strongest
(i.e., largest coefficient with respect to its standard error). The weakest association was with
the r(C, E) measure.
To test hypothesis H2.b, the change in R2 is assessed when probability of the consequent p(E)
and conditional probability p(E|C) are added to the models of H2.a. Unfortunately, these predic-
tors cannot be added to the d(C, E) model, because they perfectly define, without transforma-
tion, this statistical relevance measure (see the SR equations). In other words, these predictors
are incapable of explaining additional variance in peoples tendency to indicate causal claims
as true over and above d(C, E). For the other three statistical relevance measures, only z(C, E)
is an adequate proxy for the effects of probability of the consequent and conditional probability.
Specifically, when the two probability predictors were added to the models the R2s increased
to about 0.47 for all statistical relevance measures, meaning that only z(C, E) is a good proxy
for the probability variables (i.e., R2 difference is below the 0.09 threshold; 0.47− 0.40 = 0.07).
4.3 Hypothesis H3
To test H3, a GLMM similar to the test of H2 was used. Again, we used a logit link function
and added participants and scenario number as crossed random effects. The results show a
strong and positive association between the conditional probability ascribed to the scenarios
and the log odds of the corresponding causal conditional being considered as true. Specifically,
with every percentage-point increase in conditional probability these log odds are estimated
to increase by 0.07 (an increase of 7 over the full 100 percentage points). Most importantly, the
model explains 32% (R2 = 0.32) of the variance in the participants tendency to indicate causal
conditionals as either true or false. In short, H3 is supported by the observed data.
4.4 Hypotheses H4.a and H4.b
To test hypotheses H4.a and H4.b, only those data points were used where the tendency
causal claim was indicated as true (see Table 4.1). For analyses H4.a. and H4.b. we again used
GLMMs to estimate the coefficients and the variance explained by the predictors. Similar to the
results for H3, results show a positive association between the conditional probability ascribed
to the scenarios and the log odds of corresponding causal conditional being considered as
true (see Table 4). Although the amount of variance explained is greatly reduced, from 32%
4Please note that the statistical relevance measures are not measured on the same scale. Thus the co-
efficients indicated in the tables cannot be meaningfully compared in the sense that the largest coefficient
is the best predictor.
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Type of Effect Variable Coefficient Std. Error z p
Fixed effects intercept -0.15 0.31 -0.48 0.63
d(C, E) 5.85 0.53 11.04 <0.0001
Random effects Participant 1.14 1.07
Scenario 1.26 1.12
Explained variance: R2 = 0.34. Residual degrees of freedom = 1060.
Fixed effects intercept 0.26 0.35 0.75 0.46
r(C, E) 1.16 0.14 8.36 <0.0001
Random effects Participant 1.02 1.01
Scenario 1.76 1.33
Explained variance: R2 = 0.22. Residual degrees of freedom = 1060.
Fixed effects intercept -0.04 0.32 -0.12 0.90
l(C, E) 0.84 0.08 10.08 <0.0001
Random effects Participant 1.10 1.05
Scenario 1.33 1.15
Explained variance: R2 = 0.34. Residual degrees of freedom = 1060.
Fixed effects intercept -0.24 0.29 -0.84 0.40
z(C, E) 3.74 0.30 12.42 <0.0001
Random effects Participant 1.10 1.04
Scenario 0.99 0.99
Explained variance: R2 = 0.40. Residual degrees of freedom = 1060.
Table 2: The Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) for the dependent variable Causal Claim as
a function of Statistical Relevance, quantified by various measures.
to 12%, it is still considered meaningful (R2 > 0.09) and thus supporting H4.a. None of the
statistical relevance measures made a meaningful difference in explaining the variance in the
participants’ tendency to indicate the causal conditionals as true of false (R2 < 0.09 in all cases,
see Table 5), thus supporting our conjecture of a null effect and contradicting hypothesis H4.b.
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Type of Effect Variable Coefficient Std. Error z p
Fixed effects intercept -4.61 0.46 -10.13 <0.0001
Conditional Probability 0.076 0.006 13.06 <0.0001
Random effects Participant 1.84 1.36
Scenario 0.64 0.80
Explained variance: R2 = 0.34. Residual degrees of freedom = 1060.
Table 3: The Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) for the dependent variable Causal Claim as
a function of Conditional Probability.
Type of Effect Variable Coefficient Std. Error z p
Fixed effects intercept 0.89 0.62 -1.14 0.15
Conditional Probability 0.05 0.008 5.79 <0.0001
Random effects Participant 3.39 1.84
Scenario 0.45 0.67
Explained variance: R2 = 0.13. Residual degrees of freedom = 607.
Table 4: The Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) for the dependent variable Conditional Claim
as a function of Conditional Probability when Causal Claim = “true”.
Type of Effect Variable Coefficient Std. Error z p
Fixed effects intercept 1.89 0.38 4.99 <0.0001
d(C, E) 2.04 0.62 3.28 0.001
Random effects Participant 2.80 1.67
Scenario 0.64 0.80
Explained variance: R2 = 0.04. Residual degrees of freedom = 607.
Fixed effects intercept 2.15 0.37 5.82 <0.0001
r(C, E) 0.36 0.16 2.17 0.030
Random effects Participant 2.72 1.65
Scenario 0.65 0.81
Explained variance: R2 = 0.02. Residual degrees of freedom = 607.
Fixed effects intercept 1.89 0.38 4.99 <0.0001
l(C, E) 0.37 0.09 4.00 0.0001
Random effects Participant 2.94 1.71
Scenario 0.64 0.80
Explained variance: R2 = 0.07. Residual degrees of freedom = 607.
Fixed effects intercept 1.63 0.38 4.31 <0.0001
z(C, E) 1.73 0.41 4.26 <0.0001
Random effects Participant 2.70 1.64
Scenario 0.60 0.78
Explained variance: R2 = 0.07. Residual degrees of freedom = 607.
Table 5: The Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) for the dependent variable Conditional Claim
as a function of Statistical Relevance (quantified by various measures) when Causal Claim = “true”.
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5 Evaluation and Discussion
There is a natural mapping between tendency causal claims (“Smoking weed causes dizzi-
ness”) and causal conditionals in the indicative mood (“if somebody smokes weed, he will feel
dizzy”). In the presented study, we tested various hypotheses about the classification of such
sentences as true or false, especially with respect to predicting these classifications as a func-
tion of statistical relevance. This is a highly relevant research question since the influence of
probabilistic factors on causal claims and causal conditionals has been studied extensively, but
in separate literatures. Unlike for counterfactuals, we do not yet have a semantic or pragmatic
theory connecting both types of claims. We therefore conducted a study where participants
classified a given causal claim and the corresponding conditional as true or false, and esti-
mated in addition two probabilistic variables: the conditional probability of the consequent,
given the antecedent, and the probability of the consequent simpliciter. Our specific interest
was in finding whether these probabilistic features could reliably predict the classification of
causal claims/causal conditionals as true or false.
Our informal discussion at the beginning of this paper has suggested that the conditions
for classifying a causal conditional as true will be more demanding than the conditions for
classifying the corresponding tendency causal claim as true. This claim, expressed in hypothe-
ses H1.a and H1.b, has been supported convincingly by our experimental results. Then, we
built on probabilistic theories of causation and causal strength in order to formulate our second
pair of hypotheses: classification of a causal claim as true or false can be reliably predicted by
measures of statistical relevance (H2.a). More precisely, statistical relevance measures can act
as a good proxy for the full probabilistic data in a Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM):
predicting the classification of tendency causal claims by statistical relevance explains almost
as much of the variance in the data as using all available probabilistic predictors (H2.b).
These hypotheses have been confirmed by our data, but H2.b has to be qualified since the
outcome depends on the choice of the statistical relevance measure. Only the z-measure—
a generalization of logical entailment to uncertain reasoning—meets our prespecified effect
size threshold. This phenomenon is a classical case of measure sensitivity: the theoretical and
empirical properties of statistical relevance, incremental confirmation or evidential support
depend on the particular measure chosen (Fitelson 1999, 2001). We can only speculate why
z fares better than l, and clearly better than d and r in our case. One plausible explanation
would be that the z-measure normalizes statistical relevance, as measured by d, by maximal
statistical relevance—that is, raising the probability of E to unity. This means that the same
probability difference counts more if the conditional probability is high than when it is low.
This feature would match with intuitions that ceteris paribus, causes are stronger if they are
likely to bring about an effect (e.g., as expressed in regularity theories or necessitarian theories
of causation). Apart from its contribution to studying causal and conditional judgments, this
paper thus adds to an already existing literature that singles out z as a particularly apt measure
of statistical relevance—both on the basis of axiomatic representation theorems and empirical
performance (Crupi, Tentori and González 2007; Crupi and Tentori 2013).
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For the classification of the causal conditional, we have established that the conditional
probability is indeed a reliable predictor, in line with a weak version of Adams’ Thesis (H3).
The effect size in the GLMM is very remarkable (R2 = 0.32). This relationship remains intact
when restricted to the set of causal claims classified as true (H4.a) although the effect size
decreases to R2 = 0.12, showing that the classification of the causal claim already predicts a
good part of the classification of the causal conditional.
However, statistical relevance is not any more a relevant predictor if the corresponding
causal claim is classified as true (H4.b): the relationship between the various measures and the
target variable is still statistically significant, but this is to be expected for such a large data set
and the effect size is too small to be of theoretical interest (R2 < 0.09 for all statistical relevance
measures).
If we extract a theory of how reasoners classify causal conditionals, our results suggest
that causal conditionals are supported by sufficiently strong causal claims: (a) the correspond-
ing tendency causal claim needs to be classified as true and (b) the odds for classifying the
conditional as true co-vary with the conditional probability p(E|C). Statistical relevance can
act as a proxy for the first component (especially when the z-measure is used), but not for the
classification of the conditional. Figure 2 gives a schematic representation of the relationship
between the different variables in our model, adding a latent variable that expresses the part
of the causal classification judgment that cannot be reduced to statistical relevance, or other
probabilistic predictors.
CP
SR
PC
CaCCoC
LCC
Figure 2: Predictors of the classification of a conditional claim (CoC) as true or false, rep-
resented via a Causal Bayesian Network. CP = conditional probability, PC = probability of
consequent, SR = statistical relevance, CaC = causal claim classification, LCC = latent causal
component.
All in all, this account resembles Igor Douven’s Evidential Support Theory (Douven 2008,
2016; Douven and Verbrugge 2012) and more recent developments along these lines (Crupi and
Iacona 2019), and it provides empirical support for these research programs. Our account is
different in that the explicit consideration of a causal component adds a “semantic” component
which is absent in those proposals.
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One of the limitations of our study is the exclusion of counterfactual conditionals, whose
causal character has been studied extensively in the literature (Lewis 1973a,b; Pearl 2000;
Schulz 2017). We conjecture that analogical relations might hold between counterfactual con-
ditionals and counterfactual causal claims. Consider, for example, the sentences “If Ben had
gone to the party, he would have failed his exam” and “Attending the party would have caused
him to fail his exam”. The relationship between such pairs of sentences strikes us as a valuable
object for further research (see also Schulz 2011). In addition, we might study whether the
results change when we ask when we ask for the assertability of conditionals instead of truth
(reasons for suspecting invariance are given by Douven and Krzyzanowska 2018), or when we
replace a dichotomous choice by a continuous scale. Finally, we might elicit the probability of
the effect given the negation of the cause (i.e., p(E|¬C)) and see whether statistical relevance
measures that depend on this quantity lead to different qualitative results. All in all, the in-
terface of conditionals, causality and statistical relevance emerges as an important and fruitful
area for future research.
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Appendix A. Instructions for the Experiment
“Thank you for participating in our study.
As a Mechanical Turk worker, you should at least have an approval rating of 95%
if you want to be reimbursed for your participation.
Please read the questions carefully and answer each with a probability score (be-
tween 0% and 100%) or truth value (’True’ or ’False’)
If you have any questions or comments, please leave them at the end of the survey.
You start the survey by pressing the double arrow at the bottom-right corner.”
Appendix B. List of Scenarios and Questions
1a. John is a middle-aged man, how likely is it that he will be healthy?
1b. John is a middle-aged man, how likely is it that he will be healthy if he exercises daily?
1c. Daily exercising causes John to be healthy.
1d. If John exercises daily, then he will be healthy.
2a. How likely is it that a random person is skinny?
2b. How likely is it that a random person is skinny if his/her daily food intake is 4 apples
and 3 cucumber sandwiches?
2c. Eating only 4 apples and 3 cucumber sandwiches a day causes people to become skinny.
2d. If people only eat 4 apples and 3 cucumber sandwiches a day, then they will become
skinny.
3a. How likely is it that a random person will catch the flu?
3b. How likely is it that a random person will catch the flu if two-thirds of his/her co-
workers already have it?
3c. Having people around oneself with the flu causes one to catch the flu.
3d. If people around oneself have the flu, then one will catch the flu.
4a. How likely is it that a random person has more than 10 friends?
4b. How likely is it that a random person has more than 10 friends if he/she uses MDMA
at parties?
4c. Using MDMA at parties causes people to have more than 10 friends.
4d. If people use MDMA at parties, then they will have more than 10 friends.
5a. How likely is it that the crime rate will decline in the next 5 years?
5b. How likely is it that the crime rate will decline in the next 5 years if drugs (xtc, cocaine,
weed) are legalized?
5c. Legalizing drugs (xtc, cocaine, and weed) causes the crime rate to decline over the next
5 years.
5d. If drugs (xtc, cocaine, and weed) are legalized, then the crime rate will decline over the
next 5 years.
6a. How likely is it that the crime rate will decline in the next 5 years?
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6b. How likely is it that the crime rate will decline in the next 5 years if alcohol consumption
is made illegal?
6c. Making alcohol consumption illegal causes the crime rate to decline over the next 5
years.
6d. If alcohol consumption is made illegal, then the crime rate will decline over the next 5
years.
7a. How likely is it that the national birth rate (babies born per capita per year) will decline
in the next 10 years?
7b. How likely is it that the national birth rate (babies born per capita per year) will decline
in the next 10 years if contraception is mandatory until the age of 21?
7c. Making contraception mandatory until age 21 causes the national birth rate to decline.
7d. If contraception is made mandatory, then the national birth rate will decline.
8a. How likely is it that the national birth rate (babies born per capita per year) will decline
in the next 10 years?
8b. How likely is it that the national birth rate (babies born per capita per year) will decline
in the next 10 years if all men start wearing white socks in sandals?
8c. All men wearing white socks in sandals causes the national birth rate to decline.
8d. If all men start wearing white socks in sandals, then the national birth rate will decline.
9a. How likely is it that the national birth rate (babies born per capita per year) will decline
in the next 10 years?
9b. How likely is it that the national birth rate (babies born per capita per year) will decline
in the next 10 years if education is mandatory until age 21?
9c. Making education mandatory until age 21 causes the national birth rate to decline.
9d. If education is mandatory until age 21, then the national birth rate will decline.
10a. How likely is it that a random non-fiction book will be an international best seller (3000
copies sold in the first week)?
10b. How likely is it that a random non-fiction novel will be a best seller (3000 copies sold in
the first week) if the author is Stephen Hawking?
10c. Having Stephen Hawking as the author causes a book to be a best seller.
10d. If Stephen Hawking is the author, then a book will be a best seller.
11a. How likely is it that a random non-fiction book will be an international best seller (3000
copies sold in the first week)?
11b. How likely is it that a random non-fiction novel will be a best seller (3000 copies sold in
the first week) if the author is Sarah Palin?
11c. Having Sarah Palin as the author causes a book to be a best seller.
11d. If Sarah Palin is the author, then a book will be a best seller.
12a. John is a man in the late sixties, he eats fast food every day and does not exercise. How
likely it is that he will develop a cancer?
12b. John is a man in the late sixties, he eats fast food every day and does not exercise. How
likely it is that he will develop a cancer if he smokes a pack of cigarettes a day since he
was a teenager?
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12c. John’s smoking will cause him to develop a cancer.
12d. If John smokes, he will develop a cancer.
13a. How likely it is that a random person will develop a cancer?
13b. How likely it is that a random person, exposed to a high dose of gamma radiation, will
develop a cancer?
13c. Exposure to a high dose of gamma radiation causes cancer.
13d. If one is exposed to a high dose of gamma radiation, he will develop a cancer.
14a. How likely it is that a random child will be tall?
14b. How likely it is that a random child will be tall, given that she or he is drinking a lot of
milk every day?
14c. Drinking a lot of milk everyday causes one to be tall.
14d. If a child drinks a lot of milk every day, he or she will be tall.
15a. How likely it is that a random child will be tall?
15b. How likely it is that a random child will be tall, if she or he is exercising every day?
15c. Exercising causes one to be tall.
15d. If one exercises every day, he or she will be tall.
16a. How likely it is that a random person will become a diabetic?
16b. How likely it is that a random person who eats three apples a day will become a diabetic?
16c. Eating three apples a day cause diabetics.
16d. If one eats three apples a day, he will become a diabetic.
17a. How likely it is that a random person will have all natural teeth at the age of sixty?
17b. How likely it is that a random person will have all natural teeth at the age of sixty, if he
or she brushes one’s teeth after every meal?
17c. Brushing one’s teeth after every meal will cause one to have all natural teeth at the age
of sixty.
17d. If one brushes one’s teeth after every meal, she or he will have all natural teeth at the
age of sixty.
18a. How likely it is that a random person will have all natural teeth at the age of sixty?
18b. How likely it is that a random person will have all natural teeth at the age of sixty, if he
or she brushes one’s teeth after every meal and visits a dentist once a month?
18c. Brushing one’s teeth after every meal and visiting a dentist once a month will cause one
to have all natural teeth at the age of sixty.
18d. If one brushes one’s teeth after every meal and visits a dentist once a month, she or he
will have all natural teeth at the age of sixty.
19a. What is the probability that the approval of the government will decrease in the next
few months?
19b. What is the probability that the approval of the government will decrease in the next
few months if the majority party proposes legislation that bans alcohol?
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19c. A legislation proposal which bans alcohol, made by the majority party, will cause a
decrease in approval of the government in the next few months.
19d. If the majority party proposes legislation that bans alcohol, the approval of the govern-
ment will decrease in the next few months.
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